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Military Helicopter Hangars 
GENERAL 
DESCRIPTION 

 

These highly mobile and rapidly deployable structures provide an environment and repair 

shelter for the new NATO NH90 helicopter, support equipment and personnel that can be 

deployed globally. 

 

Using expertise in aircell technology and utilising Vectran fabric, Lindstrand Technologies 

Ltd has produced one of the most advanced structures of its type. 

 

 

FEATURES 

 

 Structures of this size are normally heavy, limiting their mobility and make their 

deployment time consuming. 

 Use of lightweight, high strength fabric means the structure tips the scales at 

around 900 kg (1980 lbs). 

 The Vectran fabric can be hot air and high frequency welded making it suitable for 

this application. 

 Vectran is a fibre with similar strength to Kevlar but with none of the fatigue 

problems associated with Kevlar. 

 Once deployed to site, just 4 people can install the structure and make it 

operational in as little as two hours. 

 The aircell structure is inflated with advanced inflation systems, constantly 

monitoring pressure and supplying air on demand. 

 Various alarm modes are included to the control system supplying information to 

the personnel supporting the NH90 helicopter. 

 No guy wires are required, so the hangar can be deployed on unprepared ground, 

even sand. 
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HANGAR LAYOUT 
 Main body – 21 metres long x 25 metres wide (at widest point) 

 Maximum hangar height – 9.5 metres 

 ‘Eyelid’ fully retractable front door which provides stability in higher winds and 

protection against excessive snow loading. 

 Vertical end wall and personnel doors 

 
BENEFITS 

 Aircell hangars or shelters for use with helicopters can be designed and 

manufactured to specific sizes as is required by the client. 

 The NH90 hangar is one of the largest self supporting air structures available. 

 Offers limited ballistic protection. 

FOR FURTHER 
INFORMATION PLEASE 
CONTACT 

 
Lindstrand Technologies Ltd        or        Lindstrand USA Inc. 
Maesbury Road                                     2202 Parker Avenue 
Oswestry                                              South Boston 
Shropshire SY10 8GA                             VA 24592 
UK                                                       USA       
                               
Tel: +44 1691 671888                           Tel: 001 434 572 3445 
email: sales@lindstrandtech.com            email:sales@lindstrandtech.com 
 

All of LTL’s products are manufactured to standards regulated by EASA 
 (European Aviation Safety Agency) and British standards for temporary buildings 
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